Website and listserv

The ACSF website provides resources and references for our specialized fields of scholarly inquiry and professional practice, and information on our programs. The listserv regularly distributes pertinent announcements and opportunities to the ACSF membership. Both support the ACSF scholarly and professional community.

ACSF listserv policies

An ACSF member's request for posting a message to the listserv will be approved if its content falls within one (or more) of the following four categories:

• Announcement of an event pertinent to ACFS (conference, symposia, special meetings, high profile lecture, design competitions, grant opportunity, art shows or performances)

• Announcement of an ACSF member's publication of a book. (Publication of conference/journal article or book chapter wont' be announced because our members publish a great number of them in any given year).

• Announcement of an ACSF member's move or advancement to a NEW position

• Announcement of an ACFS member's special achievement (e.g., an important award, or leadership role in a recognized professional or scholarly organization).